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Turn OFF the regulator (anti-clockwise all the way).

Screw a 16g threaded CO2 bulb into the inlet gently until

there is resistance.

Complete screwing in with a firm twist to pierce the bulb.

If gas escapes continue screwing in the bulb to seal it

quickly, hand tight is enough, screwing the bulb too hard

will eventually damage the seal.

To test, cover the hex outlet with your finger and turn up

the pressure on the adjustment knob, the needle will rise.

If you release your finger gas should escape, when you

block the outlet again the needle should return to the same

spot it was. If so the regulator is working perfectly.

Screw the M8 swivel adapter onto the gas disconnect (a

standard plastic disconnect is pictured, a steel one has a

white stripe around it to signify that it is gas, a check valve

disconnect is clear with grey trim). NOTE: To remove the

swivel adapter from the regulator you need to keep it

attached to the disconnect.

Screw the regulator onto the swivel adapter. This allows

you to adjust the angle of the regulator without breaking

seal. NOTE: Always adjust the angle in a clockwise direction

to maintain seal.

Attach to the offset or gas post on your keg (notched at the

base)

ALWAYS ensure regulator is turned
off (all the way anti-clockwise)
before adding gas bottle. Not doing
this will result in permanent
damage, and means the warranty is
void.

DO NOT lay a keg down with a
regulator attached without a check
valve disconnect between the keg
and regulator. Liquid can get into the
regulator and damage it.

AVOID using the regulator on its
side or upside down as liquid CO2 is 
 stored in the bulbs / bottles and can
damage the regulator if it enters.

SLOW or zero flow of gas might be 
 an indicator that you have screwed
in the gas too tight, try unscrewing it
slightly.

To Assemble IMPORTANT

Locking collar

Swivel Adapter

Hexagonal M8 Gas
Outlet

Indicator for
Knob

CO2 Bulb Inlet

Spare O-Rings

Spare for bulb inlet

Spare for Hex Outlet



This is composed of 5 parts (1 x steel M8-MFL adapter, 2 x FFL
duotight push fittings, 1 x one way valve and a length of
duotight 8mm outer diameter hose)
Make sure the FFL duotights are firmly screwed onto the
disconnect and the M8 adapter.
Make sure the end of the hoses are cut straight and pushed
firmly into the duotight fittings.
Screw the M8 adapter finger tight into the hex outlet of the
regulator.
Pressurise the remote gas line (the disconnect has a valve in it
that stops gas flow if it isn't connected to a keg).
The pressure should drop a little when you turn off the
regulator and then remain steady and not drop anymore (if it
does one of the connections is leaking, test which one with
soapy water to look for bubbles. 

Inspect the seal inside for damage and that it is in place
correctly
Screw finger tight into the inlet of the regulator, tighter will
damage the seal.
Screw the gas bottle into the adapter till you meet a little
resistance then finish firmly and quickly to avoid losing gas. 
You should use a spanner to tighten as we use a very firm seal
so it lasts longer than a soft rubber one.

THE REMOTE GAS LINE

THE SODASTREAM ADAPTER

M8 Hexagonal
Gas Outlet

Gas Disconnect

Regulator
Pressure Gauge

To Assemble IMPORTANT

SodaStream Gas
Bottle Adapter

Regulator Pressure
Adjustment Knob (Anti-
Clockwise = OFF)

8mm Duotight Gas
Line

MFL thread to M8 
(Mini Reg Outlet)

Duotight 8mm to FFL 
(MFL Disconnect))

Duotight 8mm to FFL 
(MFL Disconnect))

youtu.be/eViWewjlc3g

Watch a video on how to
use install the sodastream
adapter by scanning this
code or entering the
website address below

Installing The SodaStream Adapter

TEST FOR LEAKS Do not leave
your regulator turned on without
testing the system for leaks. 
The connections will loosen with
normal use so test every time.
 You WILL lose a whole bulb /
bottle of gas the one time you don't
check first.

DISCONNECTING THE
REGULATOR: You can disconnect
from the keg at any point, valves
prevent gas loss. Once your keg is
pressurised you don't have to
leave it connected. You can
remove the regulator to store the
keg in the fridge (you don't have to
though, the regulator will not be
damaged by cold nor will you use
gas if there is no leak).

Duotight 8mm
Check Valve - One

way to prevent
liquid in gas line

Mini Regulator Accessories


